what is natural. If you read The Origin of Species where
evolution is described, the whole of the first chapter isn’t
about natural selection at all, it is about artificial selection, particularly in relation to pigeons. The reason for that
is that Darwin is demonstrating the idea that species are
mutable. They are not fixed but changeable over generations. Darwin refers to pigeons because pigeon fanciers
over thousands of years have bred pigeons for competition purposes. You can now get absurd looking creatures
called ‘Puffers’ or ‘Trumpeters’ or ‘Fan Tails’ and they
have ridiculous body forms. All of the pigeon fanciers of
the day insisted they were different species but Darwin
showed, through meticulous analysis of their skeletons
that they were in fact the same species and that they
had been bred to change. In this way what is natural
is a very difficult thing to pin down.
LY
With my own nomadic research studio the
Unknown Fields Division we travel to extreme landscapes exploring this idea of what is natural. We
did an expedition through the amazon and discussed
with biologists the idea that the jungle, an icon of
the conservation movement, a site so fundamental
to the idea of wilderness or nature as pristine and
untouched is actually not a jungle at all, but a large
cultivated garden. It has grown in a conditioned
way through thousands of years of nomadic tribes
planting, harvesting and moving on. Through landscapes like this we can begin to understand that
technology has always been a driver in evolutionary
change. Is nature as a term still productive in
any way?
AR Well, that’s an interesting question. It is a very divisive term. By that I mean that it is often used by people
who are attacking biotechnology. You see this in places
like health food stores where things are described as being
natural rather than unnatural. It is a misuse of a term
that is difficult to define. I spend a great deal of time thinking about this precise word. We must also bear in mind
that we are sitting in a building devoted to a magazine
called ‘Nature’. It is also divisive in the sense that it separates us from everything else in the physical world and
that certainly isn’t helpful because we are part of that
world. We are in the end, just shaven apes.
LY
Is ‘nature’ as a term actually counterproductive
then? What of the dominant model of conservation
that sees technology in opposition to some kind
of idealised nature. What does a conservationist
or what does sustainability look like in a synthetic
biology world?
AR Well there is an interesting history here. The advent
of biotechnology really happened in 1973 when the first
piece of actual genetic engineering occurred. It was done
by Paul Berg and his team in Stanford and they developed
a way to transfer genes from one organism to another.
Up until that point the only way we could change species
was through breeding. The inevitable limitations of
breeding are of course that you need organisms that are
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Adam Rutherford interviewed by Liam Young

In the basement recording studio of the journal Nature scientist and
broadcaster Adam Rutherford sat down with speculative architect Liam
Young to discuss the mythical beasts of synthetic biology. Rutherford
recently worked with the BBC on a series called ‘The Gene Code’ which
explored the consequences of decoding the human genome. Recognizing
the potential externalities of communicating science poorly, Rutherford
works at conveying the misunderstood field of synthetic biology to a
broader audience.

Artifice Earth

Liam Young The next stage of biology is in actuality
a human technology. We talk of the ‘Anthropocene’,
a period of geological history in which, from the
engineering of bacteria to the terraforming of landscapes, at every scale, we are the dominant force
shaping our planet. We have made an ‘artifice
earth’, reengineered and reordered, controlled and
determined. I want to start with this question,
is the natural relevant? Has it ever been?
Adam Rutherford Farming is the precise opposite of
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AR On the whole it’s a tricky divide to breech. On the
one hand you have a very vocal minority that are viscerally opposed to what I believe to be science in general
and use whatever the latest scientific development is
to reinforce a pseudo-romantic notion of the way things
used to be. It is just a very loud minority but it is very
influential because they use emotive terms like ‘nature’
and the ‘natural’ to pull the argument toward them.
My belief is that the modern world is built on scientific
research and to deny the benefits of this is nonsensical.
There was a water brand recently that advertised itself
as calorie free, which is technically true but really undermines the whole basis of chemistry. We get annoyed
when we see adverts for products that declare themselves ‘chemical free’ which is utterly meaningless as all
things are actually chemicals, even water, but it is that
emotive and visceral language which taps into that latent
fear of science and technology.
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LY
Would it be true to say that synthetic biology
is a ‘before culture’ technology. It is certainly a
‘before the law’ technology in that it has advanced
faster than the legislation that attempts to
regulate it.
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AR I see the advent of synthetic biology as somewhat
equivalent to the advent of sampling in music. There is
the story of the ‘Amen break’, a two bar, 7.3 second drum
beat from a forgotten B side by a minor soul band called
the Winstons. In the eighties this fragment becomes
a standard lick to be remixed and put into samplers.
Mantronic’s ‘King of the beats’ first used it in 88, in 89

Wanted: An extremely adventurous female human, to give birth to a Neanderthal

LY
Do you think then that there is an implicit
need for a more widespread cultural shift where
we start to accept at a popular level this idea that
biology is technology and technology is biology.
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capable of having sex with one another. Biotechnology
in the form of genetic engineering changed that
because it enabled us to take the DNA from one species
and remix it with the DNA from another species that could
be separated from each other by hundreds of millions of
years of evolution. Up until that point the environmental
movement and specifically ‘Friends of the Earth’ was
largely rooted in science and scientific optimism. In 1975
there was a major meeting called Asilomar where all of
the people involved in biotechnology got together to discuss the profound implications of what they had been
doing. It really became a benchmark for scientific responsibility as they called a moratorium on the research, drew
everyone together and sat down with journalists and
law makers present to hash out a set of guidelines and
principles for how they could proceed. It was a form
of precautionary green light. President Obama uses the
phrase ‘prudent vigilance’ in reference to synthetic biology and basically that is the same principle that came out
of the Asilomar meeting. After that there was this schism
between ‘Friends of the Earth’ and much of the argument was that the people representing the environmental
movement were taking a very visceral approach to biotechnology. In many ways that schism has never been
mended. One of the things I try and do in my new book
‘Creation’ is to look at the historical reaction to biotechnology in this period and see how it compares to the
arguments of the people that oppose synthetic biology
now. What my research shows is that the arguments are
in fact identical. It could be that the arguments haven’t
changed because the problems still stand but I don’t think
that’s fair as the technology has moved on so significantly since then.

NWA use it in ‘Straight out of Compton’, it then enters
dance music in the UK and Future Sounds of London use
it on all their tracks, and now the whole of drum n bass
and jungle is based on the looped ‘Amen break’. The point
of this is that something violating copyright has become
the cultural background of entire music genres.
LY
So how might that translate to synthetic
biology?
AR Copyright doesn’t apply to living things but patent
law does. I think there is a parallel story there in that
you can’t patent a naturally occurring thing but you
can patent a process like the extraction of a gene from
an organism. People don’t realise that we have about
22,000 genes and about a fifth of them are owned by
someone else. I could take a cheek swab from you now
and I could extract any one of thousands of genes and by
doing so I would be violating patents. It is quite a bizarre
state of affairs. The analogy falls down when you realise
that most musicians don’t really care about copyright
when they are mixing in their basements and across the
underground scene. My argument is that there is no place
for the underground in science. It either happens in the
harsh light of public scrutiny or it doesn’t happen at all.
LY
Another analogy then might be with the
personal computer. A technology that began in
the institution or the military but it wasn’t until it
was disseminated, democratised and distributed
onto everyone’s desktop that we really understood
its full potential and application. What might happen
when synthetic biology leaves the lab or the institution and goes into the garage, the bedroom, or
the hacklab? Who gets to use or control this new
technology, and to what end?

That process has already begun. One of the reasons
that there was a vast profusion of personal electronics
and computing was that there was a standardisation
of the hardware involved. Electrical engineers settled on
standards for each component so that they could be
assembled together and every time you needed a diode
you wouldn’t have to invent a new one. That is exactly
what is happening with genetic engineering now. If you
could commoditise each gene in a way that would enable
you to plug them together just like electronics, then
anyone can do it. Stuff that originally took me a year
to do now takes someone far less skilled just a day. The
best example of this is the annual iGEM competition
(International Genetically Engineered Machine) which is
performed by undergraduates. They come up with a real
world problem and then they engineer a solution using
parts from a freely available database. The other part
of this is that BioBricks, the organisation that runs the
competition, are very aware of the legal issues of ownership. They issue a creative commons license to all of
the products produced in the competition. The principle
is ‘get some, give some’. This is infant technology and
infant legislation to protect it. We are seeing a real maelstrom of activity that is very unresolved at the moment.

AR

LY
Are we going to see a scenario where a pharmaceutical multinational patents a particular kind
of plant and forests become a copyright infringement, gardening an act of piracy. Huge swathes
of Samsung forests cut down or set a light in
a patent dispute. Is there a need for a regulatory
body that is watching every hack space or every
university lab?
AR We are not there yet but it is not unimaginable.
With existing legislation some of these large corporations

already have massive swathes of biotech crops growing
in the food chain. I don’t see any reason at the moment
to alter the legislation to cope with any of the new
technology that is emerging, at least not yet.

AR As you point out good science fiction is always a
reflection of current events. A classic like ‘The Day the
Earth Stood Still’ made in the fifties was about nuclear
fears and then in the nineties, the horrible Keanu Reeves
remake was about environmental fears but it’s basically

AR One of the things we do on television, particularly
at the BBC and particularly in recent years is to be less
journalistic and neutral in the traditional sense but to take
a storytelling approach and attempt to portray wonder
and awe as a means to inspire the public to go and find
out for themselves. Television is a very shallow medium
but what it can do is inspire people to go away and read
a book, or to do a science degree or to find out more.
I am currently working on a project with the artist David
Blandy in which we are looking at the cultural idea of
chimeras through history and this concept is fundamentally changing with the emergence of synthetic biology.
In the current Ice Age exhibition at the British Museum
you can see the earliest piece of sculpture that we have
found and it’s a figure with the body of a man and the
head of a lion. In the Greek chimera we see the desire
to take characteristics from one creature and transpose
them onto another. We have been thinking about these
forms of mutations for 40 000 years but we can now
do these things in reality. In my work I talk a lot about
‘Spidergoat’, a goat that has been engineered to produce
web in its milk.
LY
The magical realist Jorge Luis Borges has
written the wonderful ‘Book of Imaginary Beings’
that attempts to catalogue all of these mythical
creatures you are talking about. In it he uses the
phrase ‘necessary monsters’ to describe how every
culture develops these stories either as cautionary
tales or as cathartic fictions to help us deal with
the fears and anxieties of the day.
AR All of that is true but also in many examples,
particularly in medieval history, a creature like the flying
horse is about the acquisition of traits that aren’t available to us. In a sense that ability to transfer a trait
from one creature onto another, for a purpose, is exactly
the principle of synthetic biology. We can take something a jellyfish can do, such as fluorescence, and put
it into something that we think is going to be useful,
like a treatment for cancer and essentially create a very
precise and productive mythical beast. The history
of biology has been about taking things apart to find out
how they work, until the 1980s when it became about
putting them back together but not necessarily in the
way we might have expected. That is essentially what
synthetic biology is.
LY
Some chimeras are about dealing with anxieties, others are creatures of wonder and wisdom.
Could we discuss some particular projects or
research that you are seeing now that you think
is going to be key in shaping our future. Do any
of these monsters scare you? Are you filled with
wonder and optimism or reserved caution?
AR Absolutely wonder and optimism! I firmly believe
that the scientific method has delivered civilisation across
our entire history and that we are a scientific species.
The unbridled enthusiasm of the iGEM completion is all
enabled by the democratisation of the tools available
to them. The University College of London team in 2012
developed a project addressing the problem of the amount
of plastic floating in the ocean. There is the modern
Atlantis myth of the island of plastic that is supposed to
exist in the Pacific but in reality it is a misunderstanding
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LY
What are some of the productive strategies
then for engaging the public in reasonable
discussions about this technology? We often talk
about emerging sciences in the abstract. For a
technology in its infancy a new discovery is rarely
applied or speculated on. We are still however,
forced to make moral or ethical assumptions about
discoveries before we fully understand their possibilities and implications. In our own speculative
work we use techniques of fiction and scenario
building to create imagery an audience can connect
with emotionally. I am thinking here of an example
like Godzilla. During the United States Castle
Bravo thermonuclear device test on Bikini Atoll a
Japanese fishing boat called the Lucky Dragon 5
was caught in the blast. The cathartic, fictional
monster Godzilla was developed as a metaphor
for nuclear weapons and is evidence of a culture
struggling to deal with an emerging context of
nuclear technology.

Why We Should Switch To A Base-12 Counting System

AR In many ways society makes collective decisions
about what we can and can’t do. It is the job of people like
me and scientists to engender a society that is informed
and understands the actual issues enough to make sensible decisions about what we should do rather than
what we could do. The problem is that the arguments are
often skewed before they get to the stage that we are
capable of shaping informed public dialogues. That is
really why I do what I do. I want to present the technology
in a way that is as neutral as possible so that you know
about it and are not subject to knee jerk reactions by
people with agendas. The argument was lost in genetically
modified foods before it began in Europe so we don’t
have GM foods here. On a cyclical basic we see the emergence of research that could be considered to be substandard and appears to have an agenda behind it. Last
year a team of French researchers backed by an anti GM
organisation published what was very quickly judged to
be spurious findings, in order to demonstrate that eating
a particular sort of engineered crop produces high
instances of tumours in rats. This was a very small study
but with a very large PR campaign. It quickly unravelled
as it was exposed as very weak science but once the
idea is out there and the PR offensive has done its work
then it’s very difficult to rebottle. Bad science doesn’t
inform us, all it does is skew the argument so the public
is incapable of making informed decisions.

LY
That’s an interesting point though, the idea
that neutrality is an important thing that you are
trying to achieve with your communications work.
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LY
How can these discussions of regulation help
us when thinking about our cultural understanding
of this technology. Embedded in the mechanisms
of control is an inevitable discussion about ethics.
Where will we find an appropriate metric to help
us assess what directions are positive and what
cross the line? We currently relate to something
like stem cell research through abstract ideas
of the natural, moral or ethical positions that have
evolved across accidents of history or are rooted
in a book of biblical fictions.

the same story. The question is does it help ferment a
culture which is informed but neutral?
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and most of the plastic is actually in the form of micro
particles. They came up with a biological circuit that
you could introduce into bacteria so that it would capture
this micro plastic, aggregate it and ultimately form a real
artificial island.
LY

A form of bacterial terraforming!

The winners in 2012 were a team from the
Netherlands who developed a much more practical and
straightforward biological circuit that you can stick
in meat trays that will change colour when meat goes
rotten. A team from London’s Imperial College a few
years ago were interested in desertification and were
engineering bacteria that would induce further root
growth in plants that grow on the edge of deserts. A team
from Brown and Stanford, working at NASA, were interested in another form of terraforming, in this case on
the moon. There are certain bacteria that exist in the wild
and secrete calcite in a process called bio-cementation.
The team introduced this element into different bacteria
and engineered it so that it could turn the fine sand or
‘regolith’ on the Moon’s surface into bricks. The biggest
cost in space travel is weight so with this project all
you need to take on board with you is a vile of bacteria.
When you land you take a culture of this bacteria and
you build a space station. These are all projects which
seem absurd but in many ways are actually very close
to becoming real.
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AR The ‘Spidergoat’ is a great example of that. It is
such a striking combination of animals but it is not a new
technology, it has been around for more than 10 years.
There is an amazing image of a fluorescent cat which
is just absurd. The bioluminescent gene was tagged
to a HIV protein and it is designed to visualise how the
protein is reacting to particular treatments. Although
incredibly cool it is in reality an exceptionally pragmatic
use of synthetic biology. This stuff exists. It is well within
legal frameworks. Science author Rob Carlson says ‘it’s
easier to fixate on the threat than embrace the opportunities’. That is not to throw caution to the wind or be
frivolous with potentially dangerous technology but in
general I think it is better that we proceed with caution
than abandon potential opportunities based on misunderstood fear.
Your earlier question was about awe and wonder and
I believe that synthetic biology will affect all our lives in
the coming century- food, fuel, medicine, space exploration, environmental issues. All of culture is going to be
effected by our use of the toolkit that nature has provided,
a toolkit reengineered, remixed and redesigned by us.
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LY
I saw a discussion between Cory Doctorow
and William Gibson where they were talking about
the progression of Gibson’s novels from the 80s,
when they were set 30 or 40 years in the future,
to his latest novels, that have been set closer and
closer to the present. They talk about a period of
relative certainty, the length of the perceived ‘now’
that science fiction authors used to be able to play
with so as their speculations wouldn’t seem ridiculous in the next 5, 10 or 20 years. At the moment
though there are so many unknown balls in the air
that the length of now’s ‘now’ is almost immediate.
Whether it be climate change, synthetic biology
or economic collapse we have absolutely no idea
how any of these conditions are going to drop and
across what kind of timescale. ‘Now’ is an exceptionally exciting moment where everything is
probable and possible.

From Consumers to Producers, adopting the Algae Lifestyle

AR

